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81119. Two long term objectives of the current study were the development of a
linear skin. that mortar-like material as binder phases.. Structural testing of the
concrete core was performed on the basis of the. EN 1992-1-1, and a summary of
the test results can be found in Table.. ntional standards, as well as the European
standards for reinforced concrete.Q: Change size of custom view's text and image
in iPhone app Can anybody tell me how to resize the size of the text and image
that I have custom view? I have made the view with class "outerView". I have its
subviews which is #customView and #customLabel. I want to change the size of
the outer view text and image so that the size can be increased as I display the
custom views and label. Thanks in advance. A: Assuming you have created a
UIView subclass called OuterView. What you're looking for is something like this
In OuterView.m, define your size and set the autoresizingMask self.customView =
[[[CustomView alloc] initWithFrame:CGRectMake(10,20,50,100)] autorelease]; //
set your autoresizingMask self.customView.autoresizingMask =
UIViewAutoresizingFlexibleLeftMargin | UIViewAutoresizingFlexibleRightMargin
| UIViewAutoresizingFlexibleHeight; And then to change the font size on that text,
just use that code. self.customView.textLabel.font =...; Since the textLabel has
flexible width you should not see any problems. the last part would be to change
the height of the imageView. Same as before.
self.customView.yourCustomImageView.image =...; As far as the labels I believe
there is no way of resizing a label's text (from what I remember at least) but you
can make it look like a normal label by setting the text style to none UILabel *lbl
= self.customView.customLabel; lbl.text =...; lbl.textAlignment =
UITextAlignmentCenter; lbl.font =...;
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